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In [6], after introducing the fundamental concepts of fuzzy points which take 
crisp singletons or ordinary points as special cases, q-relations and Q-neighbor- 
hoods of fuzzy points, we built up a satisfactory theory of neighborhood struc- 
tures and generalized many fundamental notions and theorems, especially 
those theorems in the theory of Moore-Smith’s convergence such as those 
contained in [5, Chaps. I, II]. The purpose of the present paper is to generalize 
all the ehtorems concerning product spaces and quotient spaces contained in 
[5, Chap. III]..Our treatment will sharpen the related results contained in the 
literature [l-4] so that these problems in fuzzy topology will be solved to the 
same degree as the corresponding ones in general topology. The present work is 
the continuation of [6] and hence all the conventions in [6] still hold good in the 
present paper, especially that (X, r) and (Y, %) d enote fuzzy topological spaces. 
1. FUZZY CONTINUITY 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let f: X -+ Y be a function. For a fuzzy set B in Y, we 
define f-l(B) by the formula f-l(B)(x) = B(f (x)) for x E X. (Obviously, f-l(B) 
is a fuzzy set in X.) For a fuzzy set A in X, f(A) is defined as follows: 
~(A)(Y) = (su~C44 I x E X and f(x) = r> when f-l(y) # di 
=o when f-i(y) = 0. 
It is clear that f (A) is a fuzzy set in Y. 
LEMMA 1 .I. Let f: X + Y be a function and let A and B be fuzzy sets in X 
and Y, respectively; then the following properties hold. 
(1) f-y(A) 3 A and f-y(A) = A ;fs, for every y E Y, when f-‘( y) # @, 
A is a constant function on f -l( y). In particular, iff is injective, then f-lf (A) = A. 
(2) &l(B) C B and f/-l(B) = B $7 f(X) 3 supp B. In particular, when 
f is surjective, ff-l(B) = B. 
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(3) For afuzzypoint xh in X,f (xJ is afuzzypoint in Y andf (xJ = (f (x)h. 
(4) Whenf (A) C B, A Cf-l(B). 
(5) Let (A, 1 01 E I} be a fumily of fuzzy sets in X, then f (U,A,) = U, f (A,). 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward and is left for the readers. 
DEFINITION 1.2. [I] The function f: (X, 9) -+ (Y, @) is called fuzzy con- 
tinuous (or F-continuous) iff, for every B E %, f-l(B) E r. The function f: 
(X, 9) -+ (Y, a’) is called fuzzy homeomorphic (or F-homeomorphic) iff 
f: X- Y is a bijection (i.e., f is both injective and surjective) and both f and 
f-l are F-continuous. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let f: (X, r-) -+ (Y, &) be a function; then the following ure 
equivalent: 
(1) f is F-continuous. 
(2) For every @-closed A, f-‘(A) is y-closed. 
(3) For each member V of a subbase 9’ for @!, f;;‘, is T-open. 
(4) For each fuzzy point e in X and each neighborhood V off(e), there exists 
a neighborhood U of e such that f (U) C V. 
(5) For each fuzzy point e in X and each Q-neighborhood V off(e), there 
exists a Q-neighborhood of e such that f (U) C V. 
(6) For each fuzzy net S = {S, , n E D}, if S converges to e, then f o S = 
(f (s,), n E D> is a fuzzy net in Y and converges to f (e). 
(7) For any fuzzy set A in X, f(x) C f (A). 
(8) For any fuzzy set B in Y, (f-l(B)) Cf-l(B). 
Proof. Conditions (1) and (2) are obviously equivalent (cf. [l]). The other 
equivalences and implications such as: (1) +-+ (3), (1) f+ (4) and (6) + (7) ---f 
(8) -+ (1) can be proved in a similar way as in general topology. Hence it suffices 
to show the new characterization ofF-continuity in terms of the Q-neighborhood, 
that is, we have to prove the implications (1) -+ (5) ---f (6). As for (1) + (5), let 
e =xA, f(x) =y, then f(e) =yA. F rom the definition of Q-neighborhood, 
there is a Q-neighborhood V of f(e) such that r C V, r(y) + h > 1. Let 
f-l(P) = U; we have U(x) + /\ = P( y) + h > 1, i.e., U is a Q-neighborhood 
of e and f(U) =8-l(8) C P (L emma 1.1). As for (5) + (6), when the fuzzy 
net S is eventually quasi-coincident with A, it is easily seen that the fuzzy net 
f o S is eventually quasi-coincident with f(A). From (5) and the definition of 
convergence of fuzzy nets ([6 definition 11.4]), we obtain (6). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a connectedfuzzy set in (X, r), and let f: (X, .T) -+ 
(Y, @) be F-continuous; then f (A) is a connected fuzzy set in (Y, a). 
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Proof. Suppose that f(A) is not connected. In the light of Lemma 10.1 in 
[6] there are non-empty relative closed sets C and D in the subspace (f (A)),( = 
suppf (A)) such that C u D If(A), and C n D = @. Denote the restriction of 
f on A, as g: A,,-+ Y. g is, of course, also F-continuous. Since C and D are 
relative closed sets in (f (A))o , g-‘(C) and g-l(D) are relative closed sets in the 
subspace A, . Evidently they are non-empty and disjoint (non-intersecting). 
Moreover, g-‘(C) u g-‘(D) = g-r(C u D) r) g-r( f (A)) 3 A, that is to say, A is 
disconnected, which contradicts the hypothesis. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A and B be fuzzy sets in (X, r) such that X = A u B 
and A -BandBNA are Q-separated or separated. If f is a function on X such 
that the restrictions off on A, and B, are F-continuous, respectively, then f is 
F-continuous on X. 
Proof. This theorem follows directly from Proposition 9.4 and Theorem 9.3 
in [6]. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A family Q = {em} of fuzzy points e, in X is said to be dense 
in (X, .7) iff every non-empty y-open set contains some member of Q. D is 
said to be Q-dense iff every non-empty r-open set is quasi-coincident with 
some member of G’. 
It is easy to construct examples to show that the concept of being dense and 
that of being Q-dense do not imply each other. 
LEMMA 1.2. In a fuzzy topological space (X, r), a family Q of fuzzy points 
in X is Q-dense iff u 52 = X. 
Proof. The necessity of obvious, because at this time each fuzzy point on X 
is obviously an adherence point of u a and hence belongs to @. We shall now 
show the sufficiency. Let A be any non-empty r-open set. For x E supp A, 
putting h = A(x) > 0, p = 1 - X/2 > 0. Since A(x) = h > 1 - p, A is an 
open Q-neighborhood of the fuzzy point x, . Since x,, E X = lJ J?, by Theorem 
4.1’ in [6], there exists y E X such that A(y) + (U sZ)( y) > 1. And hence there 
exists some e E a such that A(y) + e(y) > 1, that is to say, e is quasi-coincident 
with A. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let f, g: (X, 9) + (Y, @) be continuous and let (Y, @) be a 
fuzzy T2-space. Let J2 = {e 1 e is a fuzzy point in X such that f (e) = g(e)}, then 
U 52 is r-closed and if !2 is Q-dense, we have f = g. 
Proof. For any x E X, f (z,J = g(.x,,) ifff(X) = g(x). Hence, if a fuzzy point 
d = y+ $ Sz, we have f ( y) # g(y). Since (Y, %!) is fuzzy T, , there are @-open 
Q-neighborhoods U and V off ( y), and g( y), , respectively, such that U n V = 
@. From (5) of Theorem 1 .I, thus there exists a y-open Q-neighborhood W 
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of d such thatf( W) C U, g(W) C I/. In the light of U n V = @, it is easily seen 
that W n (lJ 52) = @, therefore W and (J Q are not quasi-coincident. That is 
to say, d is not an accumulation point of u D. By the corollary of Theorem 5.1 
in [6], (J Q is S-closed. 
The proof of the second statement: From Lemma 1.2, X = m = (J Sz, 
hence for each x E X, there exists some e = x* E Q. Then f(e) = g(e) and 
consequently f (x) = g(x) for each x E X. We have thus proved that f = g. 
2. PRODUCT SPACES 
DEFINITION 2.1 [2-31. Let (X& , Y,J b e a fuzzy topological space for each 
a E 1. Let X be the Cartesian product of (X, 1 01 E I} and let P, be the projection 
of the product X into the clth coordinate set X, . Let Y,(I) denote the family of 
all finite subsets of I. Putting 9’ = (naeF P,-‘(UJ 1 U, E .Y= , FE 9#)}, we call 
the topology Y which takes @ as a base the product topology for X, ~47 the defin- 
ing base for the product topology. The pair (X, Y) is called the product space of 
the fuzzy topological spaces (X, , TN), 01 E I. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let U = naEF {P;‘(U,)> be a member of the defining base 29 for 
the product topology, then, when /I @F, P,(U) z’s the fuzzy set in X, which takes the 
constant value h on X, , where 
when p E F, let FI = F - @}, then P,(U) = iJ, n A, where A is the fuxxy set in 
X, taking the constant value CL: 
Proof. This lemma can be directly verified. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A fuzzy topological space (X, 9) is called a fully stratified 
space iff every fuzzy set taking a constant value on X belongs to Y. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let X = x (2, 1 (Y E I}, x = {xu 1 01 E 11 E X, and p E 1, the 
subset X0 of X defined by 
$3 = {Y = CYmll when a: # P, Ye = ~~1, 
is called the section through x = {x0} and parallel to X, . 
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In ordinary general topology, the subspaces Xa and Xa are naturally considered 
to be homeomorphic. But this is not true generally in fuzzy topology. On account 
of this fact, we must take care in deducing some property P for the coordinate 
space (X, , 9’J from the product space X which enjoys the same property P. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let gs be the relative topology af the subspace Xe. Then there 
is an F-continuous bijection qx (2, , ge) + (Xe , ye). Moreover, when (X, , &) 
is fully stratified CJJ is a fuzzy homeomorphism. 
Proof. Let y = { yJ be an arbitrary point in X, . Let p’(y) = ya . It is easily 
seen that v is a bijection. From the definition of product topology, p is a bijection. 
From the definition of product topology, p is F-continuous. Suppose that 
(X, , Ya) is fully stratified, we show that v-l is also F-continuous. In fact, 
~={AIA=P~l(U,)n;jrs,U,~~~,(li~r)isasubbaseof~s. From(3) 
of Theorem 1.1, in order to prove that v-i is F-continuous, it suffices to show 
that v(A) E Ya . Noting that (q~-‘)-l = qx Obviously q(A) = P,P;‘(U,). When 
OL # /3, from Lemma 2.1, y(A) is the fuzzy set taking the constant value on X, ; 
by the definition of fully stratified spaces, p,(A) E YB, when 01 = /?, evidently 
q(A) = U, E rB . 
Note. In the light of the correspondence y constructed above, we may direct- 
ly consider the subspace (XB , ga) of the product space (X, Y) to be a fuzzy 
topological space (X, , aa), where %!s is generated by the family of fuzzy sets 
which consists of all the members of Ya and in addition, some fuzzy sets taking 
constant value on X, (Of course as is finer than YB .) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (X, Sr) = x {(Xm, 9J / a EL}. Thus 
(1) The product topology is the coarsest topology for X such that each projec- 
tion P,: (X, r) + (X, , .9J is F-continuous. 
(2) If (X, , &) is f&y strat$iable, then the projection Pe: (X, 3) -+ 
(Xe , ye) is an open mapping. 
Proof. (1) is obvious or see Theorem 3.1 in [3]. Part (2) can be proved as 
follows: In view of (5) of Lemma 1 .l, it suffices to show that for a member 
u = naisF P;‘( Vu) of the defining base g’, Pe( U) is open. But this can be obtained 
from Lemma 2.1. 
The following theorem was given in [3]. For completeness, we restate it as 
follows: 
THEOREM 2.3 [3]. Let (Y, a’) and (X, , r=), a: EL be fuzzy topological 
spaces, then f: (I', @) - x {(X, , FB) 1 a: E~J is F-continuous isf each P, 0 f is 
F-continuous. 
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THEOREM 2.4. A fuzzy net (S, , n E D} in the product space (X, Y) = 
x {X, , 9J 1 01 E I} converges to a fuzzy point e iff, for eachprojection P,: X + X,, 
the fuzzy net P, o S = (PIy(Sn), n E D} in X, converges to the fuzzy point P,(e). 
Applying the foregoing results, we can prove this theorem by a method 
similar to that of Theorem 3.4 in [5]. 
THEOREM 2.5. (1) Let ((Xa , 9J / 01 E I} be a coktion of fuzzy topological 
spaces, amo ngwhich there is at least one quasi- TO space; then the product space (X, Y) 
is quasi-T,, . 
(2) If each (X, , 9J is TO (resp. TJ space, the product space (X, 9) is a 
TO (resp. Tl) space. 
(3) The product space (X, 9) is a T, space iff each coordinate space (X, , 9J 
is a T2 space. 
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 6.1 in [6]. (2) When all the coordinate 
spaces are T,, spaces, from Theorem 6.2 in [6] and part (1) of the present theorem, 
(X, Y) is a T,, space. Consider the case in which all the coordinate spaces are 
Tl spaces. Note that whenF, is a YU-closed set, P;‘(F,) is a Y-closed set. Taking 
intersection. it is easily seen that each fuzzy point in (X, Y) is closed. That is 
to say, the product space is a Tl space. (3) Th e sufficiency is obvious. We shall 
now show its necessity. Consider an arbitrary coordinate space (Xs , Ys). Let e 
and d be two fuzzy points on X, , whose supports are x, and yB, respectively, 
such that x, # ye . Let e(xa) = h and d( ys) = cc. For each 01 E I which is differ- 
ent from /3, take x, = 3)a E X, . Thus, we obtain two points x = {xJ and y = 
(y,} of X = x {X, / 01~1). Since x # y, for the fuzzy points xh and yU in X, 
there exist Q-neighborhoods U and V of x,+ and y,, , respectively, such that 
U n V = 0. From the definition of the product topology and a property of the 
least upper bound, in the defining base we have 0 = naEF P;‘(U,) C U such 
that o(x) + X > 1 and P = nolEE P,-‘( V,) C V such that p(y) + p > 1. We 
claim that p E F, if /I $ F since the coordinates of x and y are different only on the 
coordinate set Xs , it is obvious that i?(x) = o(y) > 0. On the other hand, 
since v(y) > 0, 0 n P # @. This contradicts the fact that U r\ V = Cp. We 
have thus proved that /3 E F. Similarly we can show that fl E E. Now we show 
that Us n V, = @. If there is aa E X, such that (U, n V&Z,) > 0, then for each 
OL =+ ,B, letting Z, = x, , we get a point z = (za} E X = x {X, 1 01 E I}. Obviously, 
we have 
P,-l( up> n P;;‘( V!3) (4 > 0, 
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Therefore 0 n r(z) > 0. This is in contradiction,with 77 n p = @. Hence 
Us n V, = CD. In view of the fact that U,(x,) = P,-‘(U&(x) > o(x) > I - h, 
U, is an open Q-neighborhood. Similarly V, is also an open Q-neighborhood. 
We have thus proved that (X, , YB) is a T, space. 
When the product space enjoys anyone of the properties of being quasi-T, , 
T,, and Tl, each coordinate space does not necessarily enjoy the corresponding 
separation property. For example, let X1 = X, = {.z}, Y1 = {CD} u {xA 1 0 < 
/\ < 4 and h = l}, Ya = (CD> u {x~ 1 4 < h < l}. From Theorem 6.1 in [6], 
(X, , 9-r) and (X, , Ya) are not quasi-T, space (and hence are not T, and T, 
spaces), but their product space is evidently a T,-space. However, these separa- 
tion properties are all hereditary and hence in the light of Theorem 2.1, we 
know that if a coordinate space is fully stratified, it enjoys the same separation 
property as the product space does. 
3. PRODUCT OF CII-S~~c~s 
DEFINITION 3.1. A fuzzy topological space (X, Y) is called a purely stratified 
space iff, for each U E Y, there is 01 E [0, l] such that U(x) = c1 for each x E X. 
In particular, (X, 7) is called simply stratified iff Y = {a, X}. 
In fuzzy topology, a purely stratified space plays the role analogous to that 
played by an indiscrete space in ordinary general topology. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let K, be an uncountable index set. If, for each cy. E K there 
corresponds a positive number 6, , t& there exists S > 0 and an interval 
0” = ((5/6) 6, 6) such that {a E K 1 6, EO;\ is uncountable. 
Proof. Since all 6, > 0, it is obvious that there exists a positive integer n 
such that o”={~~KjS,~(l/(n+2), l/n)} is uncountable. Since different 
U’S may correspond to the same 6, , there are two possible cases: (1) the set 
(Qa ) 01 E o”> is countable and (2) {S, 1 01 cd”> is uncountable. In either of these 
cases, it is not difficult to find a real number A > 0 such that for any open inter- 
val J2 containing /\, (a E K / S, E Sz} is uncountable. Now putting 6 = (7/6)X, 
we have (5/6) 6 < /\ < 6. Thus, the interval ((5/6)S, 6) is the required one. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let K be an uncountable set. If for each OL E K, (X, , -t;,) is not a 
purely stratified space, then there exist an uncountable set J C K and an open interval 
A = (p, p - S/6), where 6 > 0, 0 < p < I, such that fey each a: E J, there are 
points xti, jja~X, and lJ, E z sati.fying lJ,( ya) < U,(xe) - S/2 and lJ,(x=)~d. 
Proof. Since each (Xa, 9J is not purely stratified, there exists uU E YE 
which does not take constant value on X, . Therefore 
6, = sup{1 U&i) - U&2) 11 9, x2 E XU} > 0. 
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From Lemm: 3.1, there exist 6 > 0 and 0” = ((5/6) 6, 6) such that Jr = 
{a E K 1 6, E rl> is uncountable. For OL E Jr since the amplitude 6, of U, on X, 
belongs to o”, then 6, > (5/6)S. C onsequently there are points 2, , jjoL E X, 
such that U,( 3,) < U,(Z,J - S/2. On the other hand, it is not difficult to find an 
open interval, d = h, p - 6/6) of length 6/6 such that J = {a E J1 / U,(Z,) E O} 
is uncountable. Moreover, because all U,(e) > 6/2, we may assume p E (0, 1). 
The lemma is thus proved. 
The following theorem concerning the necessary and sufficient condition 
that the second countability be productive is a strengthening of Theorems 3.2 
and 3.3 in [3]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, , F,) (a E I’) be second countable (Cl,) and let (X, 9’) 
be their product space. Then (X, Y) is second countable iff all but a countable number 
of coordinate spaces are purely stratified. 
Proof. Necessity. Let 98 = {B,} b e a countable base for 9’. If the condition 
is not necessary, then according to Lemma 3.2, there exists an uncountable set 
JCI, p E (0, 1), 6 > 0 such that for each oi E J, there are f, , ya E X, and 
U, E YE satisfying a& ye) < o&Z,) - 6/2 and Uar(32;,) E A = Cp, p - a/6). 
We shall now define a mapping J + a as follows: For each 01 E J, let y = 
( ym} E X, where yol = f, , yo=% (when BEJ and P#a), when r$J, Y,, 
may be arbitrarily assigned. Since g is the countable base for Y there corre- 
sponds /I, E @ such that B, C P;‘(Uu) and B,(y) >, P,-‘(U,)( y) - 6/6 = 
U,(?,) - S/6. We say that the correspondence is one to one. In fact, for ,B E J, 
/3 f o(, noting that U&Z,) and Ug(%B) both belong to the open interval d (cf. 
Lemma 3.2) and the absolute value of their difference is less than 6/6, we have 
On the other hand, from Lemma 3.2, U,(jQ < U,(Q - 6/2, and hence 
P,&) (Jo) d PdP,l(W (Ba) = u&s) < u&J - ;. 
Consequently, P,(B,)( &) < Pa(Bm)( %), that is to say, BB # B, . Since J is 
uncountable and 9? is countable, this is a contradiction. 
Sujkiency. The proof of this part goes along with the idea of that in ordinary 
general topology. From Theorem 3.2 in [3], it suffices to prove the following 
two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. If, for each a G J, (X, , F%) is purely stratified, so is the product 
space (X, 9’) = x {X, , FE) I a E J}. 
LEMMA 3.4. A purely strati$ed space is CII . 
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The former holds because 9 has a subbase whose members are fuzzy sets 
taking constant value on X. The proof of the latter can be obtained from the 
following simple property of the unit interval [0, I] of the real line: For any set 
D = {ha} C [0, 11, there exists a countable subset !& C Sz such that for each 
X, E a, there is a sequence h, E Q1 (n = I ,, 2,...) satisfying An < h, and {h,) 
converges to h, under the usual topology of the real line. 
4. PRODUCT OF Q - C, SPACES AND PRODUCT OF &SPACES 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 in [4] gave partial results concerning the problem on 
products of so called Cr-spaces, but the definition of C,-space given there does 
not take the Cr-space in ordinary general topology as a special case and the result 
obtained there are not necessary and sufficient conditions for productiveness. 
In the present paper, both the concepts of C,-spaces and Q - Cr spaces take 
the Cr-space in ordinary general topology as a special case (cf. [6, Sect. 31). 
For Q - C, spaces, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for productive- 
ness; for Cr-spaces, we give a necessary condit8on for productiveness and 
construct a counterexample to show that the product space of two Cr-spaces 
may fail to be Cr . 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (X, 9) be the product space of thz Q - C, (or C,) spaces 
(X, , Fa) (a E I). If (X, Y) is Q - C, (OY C$)space; then all but a countable 
number of coordinate spaces are purely stratejied spaces. 
Proof. According to Proposition 3.3 in [6], each C, space is Q - Ct space. 
Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for the case in which all (X, , X,) and 
(X, 9’) are Q - C, spaces. If the conclusion is not true, then there is an uncount- 
able index set KC 1, such that for each 01 E K, (X, , .YJ is not purely stratified. 
In the light of Lemma 3.2, there exists an uncountable set JC K, p E (0, I), 
6 > 0 such that for each QI E J, there are $ , jju E X and U, E YE satisfying 
and 
For a E J, let x, = Za ; for OL E I - J, let x, be some point of X, , then we obtain 
x = (xa) E X. Take /\ = 1 - p E (0, 1). Let the Y-open Q-neighborhood base 
of the fuzzy point e = X~ be {BIE}nEN , i.e., B,(x) > I - h = p. Since the product 
topology is determined by its defining base, from the definition of the least upper 
bound, we may assume that the Y-open Q-neighborhood B,v of X~ is a member 
of the defining base, i.e., B, = naeF P;‘( i7a , n), where F,, is a finite subset of 1 
and Uas, E Ya . Since J is uncountable, take /3 E J - (Jz=, F, , let U = P;l(U,). 
From Lemma 3.2, U(x) = U,(S~) E A, i.e., U(x) > p = I - A, hence 1J is an 
open Q-neighborhood of x,, and there is some B, C U. Since ,5 $F?, , from 
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Lemma 2.1, Ps(B,) takes the constant value p and p = P~(%)(~,J 3 B,(x) > 
1 - X = p. Consequently, 
Hence, Pa(&) is not contained in P,(U) and B, is not contained in U. There is a 
contradiction. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, , ~J(cY. E I) be Q - C, spaces such that all but a count- 
able number of them are purely strati’ed; then their product space (X, 9’) is a 
Q - Cl space. 
Proof. Owing to Proposition 3.2 in [6] and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.1 in the present 
paper, it is easily seen that this theorem can be reduced to the case where the 
index set I is countable. Take an arbitrary fuzzy point xA , where x = (xJ E X. 
Let U,,, (n = 1, 2,...) be a countable open Q-neighborhood base of the fuzzy 
point (x,),, in X, ; then the collection g of all the finite intersections of members 
of 4 = P,‘(Uol,n) I (Y E I, n = I, 2,...} is a countable Q-neighborhood base of 
the fuzzy point xA . In fact, since U,,, is an Ya-open Q-neighborhood of the fuzzy 
point (x& in X, , it is obvious that each member of a together with each member 
of B is an open Q-neighborhood of the fuzzy point x,, . Let V be an arbitrary open 
Q-neighborhood of x,, ; from the definition of product topology, we may assume 
that V is a member of its defining base: V = nasF cl( V,), where F is a finite 
subset of I and V, E Ym . For CL E F, evidently we have V,(x,) = P,-‘(VJ(x) 3 
V(x) > 1 - A. Hence V, is an open Q-neighborhood of (x&X . Then there is an 
open Q-neighborhood U,,, of (x,),+ such that Ua,n, C V. Putting W = norEP 
Pz’( U, , n,), we have W C V and WE 9’. Therefore a is a countable Q-neighbor- 
hood base of xA . 
By constructing a counterexample, we establish the following: 
THEOREM 4.3. There exist C&aces (Xl , 9J and (X, , &) whose product 
space is not C, . 
First we state the following Lemma 4.1, which may be verified directly from 
the definition of product topology. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let gi be a base for the fuzzy topology z for Xi (i = 1, 2). Let 
(X, 9J = (Xl , TJ x (X, , YS) and let B be an open neighborhood of a fuzzy 
point e in X. Then there is l? E Y, which is of the form 
B = U K1k,) f-7 P,-l(fJ), 
where Pi are projections (i = 1, 2), g, E ~3’~ , fa E .!Zlz such that B C B and i) is an 
open neighborhood of e. 
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EXAMPLE 1. (1) Construction of (X, , Yr). Let X1 be the unit interval 
[0, I] of the real line. Denote the zero point by x. For the positive integers m, n 
such that n > m, we define the fuzzy set g,., on X1 as follows: 
&n,n(4 = 1 - j& forzE [o’&] , 
=o forzEXi - [O,,&]. 
Denote the fuzzy point .1~r-~,(~+~) by h, . It is obvious that when n, > n2, 
m = minh j m,>, we have glzl,ml n gn2,m = gTLl,,, kl n hn2 = h, and 
gnl , m, n h, = h, , where 1 = mm(m, , 
ing of all thezgn,m , 
ns). hence, the collection a1 &sist- 
h, , @, and X1 is a base for some fuzzy topology Tr for Xi . 
It is easily seen that (Xi , 9J is both C, and C,, . For convenience, let us write 
Z& = {@, g, , g, ,... }, where each gi # @. 
(2) Construction of (X, , 9s). Let X, = X1 and denote the zero point of 
Xs by y. For each natural number n, define the fuzzy set jn on X, as follows: 
f&> = 1 for z 6 [0, l/n] 
=o for z E X, - [0, l/n]. 
It is easily verified that the family 3Ta consisting of all the jn’s and @ is a fuzzy 
topology Ts for Xs . Obviously, (Xs , 9J is both Cr and C,, . 
(3) (X, 9) = (Xl , 9-J X (X2 , Y2) is not Ci . 
Consider the fuzzy point e in X = X1 x X, whose support is (x, y) and whose 
value is 1. We shall now show that the neighborhood system of e has no countable 
base. If this is not the case, there exists an open countable neighborhood base 
(Bn / n = 1, 2, 3 ,... $ of e. From Lemma 4.1, we may assume 
where A(n, ;) and ~(n, i) are natural numbers, 0 f gA(n,i) E a1 and @ # ju(n,i) E 
Ts . For any B, , since B,(x, y) = I, there is a term Pc’( gA(n,i,)) n P;‘( jucn,i,,) 
in the expression (*) for B, , which takes its value at (x, y) greater than 1 - 
l/(n + 1). Consequently, gA(n,i,)(x) > 1 - l/(n + 1). Now we take a strictly 
monotonic increasing sequence of natural numbers {S,> such that S, > ~(n, i). 
Let 
A = ij P;l(h,) n P;l(j.ym). 
?it=l 
Since h,(x) = 1 - l/(n + I), A is evidently a neighborhood of e (note that 
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A(x, y) = 1). Take an arbitrary B, ; there corresponds a point g, E (1 /S, , 
l/(S$)) C X, . Then we have 
B,(x, Yn) 3 K1hl.i,)) n K1(fdn.i,)) (x, Yn) 
On the other hand, since, m 3 n, evidently fsm( yn) = 0, we have 
4x, 34 = sup hWL(~),f~m(Yn))~ G SUP {L(4) 
W&=1,2.... m=1.2.....n-1 
Consequently, B,(x, yn) > A@, m), that is to say, B, is not contained in A. 
This contradicts the fact that {B, 1 n = I, 2,...} is an open neighborhood base of e. 
The space (X, F) in the above example is a C,, space according to Theorem 
3.1. Hence this example provides another counterexample showing that a C,, 
space (hence a Q - C, space) need not be a Cr-space. Note that the counter- 
example given in [6, Theorem 3.11 with these same properties was constructed 
by means of an induced fuzzy topological space. 
5. SEPARABILITY AND CONNECTEDNESS OF PRODUCT SPACES 
DEFINITION 5.1. A fuzzy topological space (X, .F) is said to be separable 
(resp. Q-separable) iff there exists a countable family of fuzzy points in X which 
is dense (resp. Q-dense) in (X, F). 
Although the concept of being dense and that of being Q-dense do not imply 
each other, as we already pointed out in Section I, but we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. A fuzzy topological space (X, F) is separable iff it is 
Q-separable. 
Proof. Let the countable family 52 = {en} of fuzzy points in X be dense. Let 
Supp e, = x, . Let & = (x%)r , i.e., a crisp singleton with support x, . It is 
evident that the family a = {c,} is countable Q-dense. Conversely, suppose that 
Gi = {e,} is Q-dense. Let Supp I+, = x, and let en,m = (x,)rlm , i.e., a fuzzy 
point whose value at its support x, is l/m. It is obvious that fi = {e,,, / n, m = 
1, 2,...} is countable dense. 
In the light of this proposition, we shall, from now on, make no difference 
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between separable spaces and Q-separable spaces. For convenience, they are 
both called separable spaces. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let each coordinate space (X, , Ye) (a ~1) be separable and 
I 1 I < PO, then the product space (X, Y) is separable. 
Proof. Since II] ,< 2#0 we may assume that 1 is a subset of the real line and 
hence I has a natural order between its elements. Let {e,= / li = 1, 2,...} denote 
a countable dense family of fuzzy points ekOL in (X, , YJ, where the support of 
ek is denoted by xlca (cX,) and the value of elcn at xlcol by &“. Consider the index 
set 
J = {T = (rl ,..., r,al ; h, ,..., h, , Z)}, 
where all k,‘s are natural numbers, all rj’s are rational numbers such that y1 < 
Y2 < ... < Y,-1 (n > 2), and 1 is a rational number in (0, I]. J is evidently 
countable. For r E J, we can obtain a point xr = (.x=‘) E X as follows: For 
a E J, let 
xaT = xgl when aJ < Yl 
XU km when Y,-,<or<r,(2,(m<m-1) 
Xa km when yn-1 -=c % 
where xka = supp eku, defined above. Let er be the jfuzzy point in X whose 
value at x7 is 1. We claim that the family {eT / T E J} is dense in (X, 9). In fact, 
take an arbitrary non-empty Y-open set U = niEFp;‘(Ui), in the defining 
base for 3, where F = (0~~ , o[~ ,..., cu,} is a finite subset of I (we may assume 
q < a2 < ... < 01, without loss of generality) and Ui E q for each i E F. We 
may take n - 1 rational numbers y1 ,..., r,-, such that 
a1 < y1 < ff2 < y2 < ... < a,-1 < yn-1 < an . 
For each non-empty Ua, E 9& (1 ,( m ,< n), there is a natural number K, 
such that e”,m E U 
m = I, 2,...,m 
gl, . Then choose a natural number 1 such that 1 < min{hg; 1 
rz} and consequently we obtain a member T = (rl , y2 ,..., Y,-, ; K ,..., 
k, ; I). It is easily seen that for each m (1 < m < n), e’ E P;i(ei;) C P;~(U~m). 
Hence e7 E U. The proof is completed. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let I be an indexed set. Let each (X, , Ya) (a ~1) be a fuzzy 
topological space such that r= has non-intersecting non-empty members U, , V, . If 
the product space (X, .7) = x {(X, , Y=) I OL E I} is separable, then each (X, , Y&) 
is separable, and I I I < 2”~ . 
Proof. Since an F-continuous mapping preserves separability and each 
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projection P, isF-continuous, each (X, , Ya), being the projection of the product 
space (X, Y) under P, , is separable. Let 0 be a countable dense family of fuzzy 
points in X. For each CY E I, we may define a mappingf,: Q + (0, I} as follows: 
For e E 52, with supp e = {us}, define 
f&9 = 1, if x, E supp U, , 
E 0, otherwise. 
Moreover, when ,E E I such that /3 # (Y, f. # fa . In fact, it is obvious that 
p;‘(UJ n p;‘( Va) # @, and hence there exists e E Q such that e E p;‘(UJ n 
p;‘( V,). Thenf,(e) = I ,fs(e) = 0. Since the power of (0, l}” = {f / f: Sz + (0, 1}} 
is at most 2N~, the power of I is also at most 2*o. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let F1 and .Kz be two fuzzy topologies on X such that S$ 
is fker than F1 and Fz is generated by the family 9’ of fuzzy sets on X which 
consists of all the members of F1 and a number of fuzzy sets each of which takes 
constant value on X. Then (X, F1) is connected iff (X, Fz) is connected. 
Proof. It is obvious that .%a is finer than Yr. When (X, 7a) is connected, 
according to the definition of connectedness given in [6, Sect. IO], (X, Yr) is 
also connected. Conversely, suppose (X, .Q is connected, then (X, Ya) is 
connected too. In fact, if (X, Ya) is not connected, there are non-empty closed 
sets A and B such that A n B = @ and A u B = X. It is obvious that A and B 
are crisp sets in X and hence their corresponding complements A’ and B’ are 
crisp &-open sets. According to the construction of Ya, a Ta-open set A’ = 
(Jap, (U, n C,), where J is an index set, U, is Y1-open and C, is a fuzzy set 
taking non-zero constant value on X, for each OL E I. Since A’(x) = 0 for x E supp 
A and C, takes non-zero constant value, it is obvious that Cr, and hence U = 
(Jae, U, take the constant value 0 on supp A. That is to say, UC A’. On the 
other hand, from the expression of A’, it follows that A’ C U. Consequently 
A’ = U E Y1 . Similarly, we can prove that B’ E Y1 . Therefore A and B are 
ri-closed. This contradicts the hypothesis that (X, Yi) is connected. 
THEOREM 5.3. A product space (X, 7) = x {(X, , F=) 1 01 E I} is connected 
i# each coordinate space (Xol , FW) is connected. 
Proof. When (X, .Y) is connected, from Theorem 1.2 and P,(X) = X, , 
it follows that (X, , YJ is connected. We shall now prove that the condition is 
sufficient. Suppose that each (X, , 9J . is connected. We note first that from 
Proposition 5.2 and the Note after Theorem 2.1, it is easily seen that the section 
zB through a point x E X and parallel to X, , considered as a subspace of 
(X, Y), is connected. Now we take a point x = {.z,} E X. Consider the compo- 
nent D which contains x, where x is considered as a crisp singleton in X. From 
the connectedness of the section just mentioned above, it is obvious that if a 
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point y = {ye} E X is different from x = (xJ in only one coordinate, y is also 
contained in D. Furthermore, if y is different from x in only a finite number of 
coordinates, it can be inductively proved that y is also contained in D. Finally, 
we shall show that D = X. Let z = {au} b e any point of X. Take an arbitrary 
Q-neighborhood V of Z, z being considered as a crisp singleton in X here. From 
the definition of product topology, there is a member U = notFp,‘(U,) of the 
defining base for .Y, where U, E Ya, (Y E F, F being a finite subset of the subset 
of the index set 1, such that UC I’ and U is also a Q-neighborhood of Z. Then 
U(z) =- minaEF [UJz,)] > 0. For OL IF, let y= = x, ; for (Y E F, let ye = Z, , 
then we get a point y = { ya} E X such that y is different from x in only a finite 
number of coordinates. According to what we have just proved, y E D, i.e., 
D(y) = 1 (there y is considered as crisp singleton in X). Meanwhile, since 
WY) = minaEF {u,(yd = minasP (U,(z,)} > 0, hence D(y) + U(y) > 1, i.e., 
U and D are quasi-coincident at y. Therefore V and D are quasi-coincident. 
Since V is an arbitrary Q-neighborhood of z, z ED. Consequently iT: = X. 
From Theorem 10.1 in [6], U is connected and hence X is connected. 
6. QUOTIENT SPACES 
Theorems 8, 9 and 10 concerning quotient spaces in [5, Chap. III] were 
generalized to fuzzy topological spaces in [3, Sect. 41. In this section, we shall 
generalize the remaining two theorems (Theorems 11 and 12) to fuzzy topology. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let (X, Y) be a fuzzy topological space. Let R be an 
equivalence relation on X. Let X/R be the quotient set, and let P: X + X/R 
be the projection (quotient map). Let @ be the family of fuzzy sets in X defined 
by 
% = (B 1 p-‘(B) EF}. 
Then +!Y is obviously a fuzzy topology, called the quotient topology for X/R and 
(X/R, &) is called the quotient space of (X, Y) (relative to the quotient map p). 
When no confusion may arise, the quotient space is briefly denoted by X/R. 
THEOREM 6.1. If the quotient space (X/R, a’) is a T,-space, then the corre- 
sponding equivalence relation R is closed in the product space (X, 9) x (X, Y). 
If an egGvalence relation R on X is closed in the product space (X, Y) x (X, Y), 
and the projection P: X + X/R is open, then X/R is a T,-space. 
Proof. Let (2, 9”) = (X, 7) x (X, r). The two projections of 2 onto 
the two coordinate spaces are denoted in order: pJ-+ X (i = 1, 2). Suppose 
that X/R is T, . Take an arbitrary fuzzy point e = (x, yh in 2, where x, y E X, 
A E (0, 11. If e $ R, we shall prove that there is a Q-neighborhood of e which is not 
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quasi-coincident with R and hence e $ R. This shows that R is closed in (2, 9). 
Since e $ R, obviously p(x) # p(y), where p is the projection X -+ X/R. Then, 
for the fuzzy points ( P(x))~ and ( p( y)h in X/R, owing to the hypothesis that 
X/R is T, , there exist open Q-neighborhoods 0 and P of (~(2))~ and (p( y)h , 
respectively, such that 0 n v = a. It is easily seen that W = p-‘(o) n p-‘(P) 
is an open Q-neighborhood of (x, yh. Since 0 n P = @, we can show, by the 
indirect method, that W n R = (9 and hence R and Ware not quasi-coincident. 
The proof of the first part of the theorem is thus completed. Let eA and d, be 
two fuzzy points in X/R with e = p(x), d = p( y) in X/R such that p(x) # p(y). 
Hence (x, y) $ R. Let v = min(X, II) > 0. Since R is closed in (Z, Y), (x, y)” $ 
R = i?, and hence there is an open Q-neighborhood W which is not quasi- 
coincident with R. But R is a crisp set in (X, 9); it follows that Wand R do not 
intersect. It is obvious that there are two r-open sets U, V such that G = 
p;‘(U) n p;‘(V) is an open Q-neighborhood of (x, y)” and G C W. From 
G(x, y) + v > 1, it is easily seen that U(x) + Y > 1, V(y) + v > 1, and hence 
p( U)( p(x)) + A > 1, p( V)( p( y)) + P > 1. By hypothesis, p is an open mapping, 
therefore p(U) and p(V) are open Q-neighborhoods of e, and d, , respectively. 
Meanwhile, from W n R = @, we have G n R = @. It is easy to show, by an 
indirect argument, that P(U) n P(V) = @. Consequently, (X/R, @) is a T,- 
space. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let X be a set. A decomposition of X is disjoint family 
9 of subsets of X whose union is X. Given a decomposition 9 = {Xi 1 i E 1) 
of X, we can define a relation R on X as follows: 
(x, y) E R o there exists Xi E 9 such that (x, y) E Xi 
R is obviously an equivalence relation on X, called the relation of the decomposi- 
tion 9. For simplicity and convenience, this relation R is still denoted by 9 
from now on. The corresponding quotient set is denoted by R/&B. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Let (X, 9) be a fuzzy topological space. Let 9 = (Xi} 
be a decomposition of X. 9 is called upper semi-continuous iff, for each fuzzy 
set D in X such that D takes a constant value on some member Xi of 9 and the 
value 0 on the complement of Xi and any F-open set U containing D, there 
exists an Y-open set I’ such that D C VC U and I’ takes a constant value cp 
on each Xi E 9 (ci may be different from cj for i #i). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let 9 be an upper semi-continuous decomposition of (X,F). 
Let the fuzzy set B in X take some constant value on each member of 9. Let U be an 
F-open set such that D C U. Then there exists a F-open set V such that D C V C 
U and V takes some constant value on each member of 9. 
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It is obvious that there exists a family 9 = {DC ) i E I} of fuzzy sets on X such 
that b = lJ {Di 1 i E I} and each Di takes a constant value on one and only one 
member of 9 and the value 0 on its complement. According to Definition 6.3, 
it is easy to find the required I’. 
The following lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let X be a non-empty set. Let p: X + X/R be the projection. 
Then p-‘p(A) takes the constant value sup{d(x) / x E D} on each D E X/R, and 
hence, p-‘p(A) = A iff A takes a constant value on each D E X/R. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let (X, Y) be a fuzzy topological space. Then a decomposition 
B of X is upper semi-continuous ;fJ the projection p: Xi.9 is a closed mapping. 
Proof. Su@iency. Let 9 be a decomposition of X. Let D be a fuzzy set in 
X such that D takes a constant value on some member Xi E D and the value 0 
on Zi . Let U E Y such that D C U. Obviously, D’ r) U’ andp-lp(D’) 1 p-‘p( U’). 
But since D’ takes a constant value on each member of 9, from Lemma 6.2, we 
have p-p(D’) = D’. Let V = ( p-lp( U’))‘, then D = (p-‘p(D’))’ C V, from 
p-lp( U’) 1 U’, we have V’C U. Since p is a closed mapping, V is r-open and 
I’ takes a constant value on each member of 9 according to Lemma 6.2. Thus, 
9 is upper semi-continuous. 
Necessity. Let 59 be an upper semi-continuous decomposition of a fuzzy 
topo.ogical space (X, Y). Let A be a Y-closed set. We claim that P(A) is 
closed set in the quotient space X/R. It suffices to show that p-‘p(A) = G is a 
Y-closed set. It is obvious that G 3 A and hence G’ C A’. In the light of Lemma 
6.2, G and hence G’ take constant value on each member of 5%. Since A’ is 
Y-open, according to Lemma 6.1, there exists a F-open set V such that 
G’ C V C A’ and V takes a constant value on each member of 9. We show that 
G = V’. In fact, from Lemma 6.2, p-‘p(V) = V’, and pmlp(G) = G. From 
G’C VC A’, we have p-‘p(G) 3 p-‘p( V’) r) p-‘p(A). That is to say, G 3 V’ 1 G. 
Hence G = V’, which shows that G is closed. 
Remark. A summary containing the main results of the present paper has 
been recently published in Kexue Tongbao (see [7]). 
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